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•• In 1917 the marl In 1917 the marl 
ridge of Cape Sable ridge of Cape Sable 
was advertised as the was advertised as the 
finest agriculture soil.finest agriculture soil.

•• Roads and houses Roads and houses 
were built.were built.

•• The freshwater marsh The freshwater marsh 
behind was drained behind was drained 
for grazing and sugar for grazing and sugar 
cane.cane.Cape Sable





The freshwater marsh is now The freshwater marsh is now 
a shallow marine lagoona shallow marine lagoon
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The marl ridge of Cape Sable is now flooded The marl ridge of Cape Sable is now flooded 
over 80 times a year by high tides flowing over 80 times a year by high tides flowing 
across.across.



Remaining fresh (to 
brackish) water marsh
Saline water, collapsed 
former freshwater marsh

Mangrove wetland 1 km

Ikonos 2002

SALINE INTRUSION



Rapid erosion, redistribution and sedimentation Rapid erosion, redistribution and sedimentation 

8.5 cm
in 6 months!
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SEA LEVEL IS RISINGSEA LEVEL IS RISING

BECAUSE OF BECAUSE OF 
GLOBAL WARMINGGLOBAL WARMING



You may not have noticed, butYou may not have noticed, but
Sea Level is dynamicSea Level is dynamic



The last The last 
interglacialinterglacial

130,000130,000--120,000 120,000 
years ago years ago --

•• Sea level was as Sea level was as 
much as 25 feet much as 25 feet 
higher.higher.

•• South Florida was a South Florida was a 
shallow marine shallow marine 
environment.environment.



Interglacial Interglacial GlacialGlacial
(today)(today) 18,000 years ago18,000 years ago

sea level at sea level at --420 feet420 feet



Source: OSTP

•• It has now been It has now been 
demonstrated that demonstrated that 
CO2 drives CO2 drives 
temperature.temperature.

•• CO2 was higher CO2 was higher 
120,000 years ago 120,000 years ago 
when sea level was when sea level was 
about 20 feet about 20 feet 
higher.higher.

•• -- that is higher than that is higher than 
CO2 levels before CO2 levels before 
the industrial the industrial 
revolution.revolution.

20072007



Source: IPCC TAR 2001

Observed Variations of the Earth’s Observed Variations of the Earth’s 
Surface Temperature*Surface Temperature*

*relative to 1961*relative to 1961--1990 average1990 average



If nothing is done to slow If nothing is done to slow 
greenhouse gas emissions,greenhouse gas emissions,

By 2100By 2100
COCO22 concentrations will likely be concentrations will likely be 
more than 700 more than 700 ppmppm

Global average Global average 
temperatures projected to temperatures projected to 
increase between 2.5increase between 2.5––10.4°F10.4°F

Sea level will rise at least 2Sea level will rise at least 2--
3 feet (603 feet (60--90 cm), probably 90 cm), probably 
much more.much more.

21002100

Source: OSTP

20072007

18001800

‘Climate Crisis’

Rise per 10 years



HUMANHUMAN--INDUCED GLOBAL INDUCED GLOBAL 
WARMING IS REAL.WARMING IS REAL.

It will come to dominate the focus It will come to dominate the focus 
and economy of life on Earth and economy of life on Earth 

in your children’s lifetime.in your children’s lifetime.



WE ARE IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL WE ARE IN IT FOR THE LONG HAUL ––
LIKE IT OR NOTLIKE IT OR NOT

Even the present levels of Even the present levels of 
greenhouse gasses in the greenhouse gasses in the 

atmosphere will be warming our atmosphere will be warming our 
climate for the next few hundred climate for the next few hundred 

years.years.



There has been an There has been an 
annual increase of annual increase of 
1010--30 days with 30 days with 
green vegetation green vegetation 
in the north over in the north over 
the past 30 years.the past 30 years.



Glaciers world wide have been Glaciers world wide have been 
retreating at an accelerating rate retreating at an accelerating rate 

for the past centuryfor the past century



Greenland ice is melting and flowing to the Greenland ice is melting and flowing to the 
sea at a rate 2 times that of 5 years agosea at a rate 2 times that of 5 years ago

NASA 2000



The oceans are respondingThe oceans are responding



Beginning in 1930, the rate of relative sea level rise Beginning in 1930, the rate of relative sea level rise 
increased about 8 fold over that of the past 2,000 increased about 8 fold over that of the past 2,000 
years.  It is presently rising at 30 cm (1’) / 100 years!years.  It is presently rising at 30 cm (1’) / 100 years!

0.7 ft in 70 years

tide gauge record, NOAA, NOStide gauge record, NOAA, NOS



Increased frequency ofIncreased frequency of
barrier island overwash 1912barrier island overwash 1912--19931993

Zhang, Douglas, Leatherman 1997



All of our coastal environments are now unstable All of our coastal environments are now unstable 
and eroding and shifting landward.  and eroding and shifting landward.  

Coastal wetland are shifting into the Everglades Coastal wetland are shifting into the Everglades 
or collapsing.or collapsing.

Beaches are eroding as sand is overwashed Beaches are eroding as sand is overwashed 
landward and lost seaward.landward and lost seaward.

Circulation is changing in our coastal bays and Circulation is changing in our coastal bays and 
estuaries.estuaries.

This past 70 years of dramatic sea This past 70 years of dramatic sea 
level rise has severely destabilized level rise has severely destabilized 

our coastal environmentsour coastal environments



What is forecast for the future?What is forecast for the future?

•• Because of global Because of global 
warming, at least a 2warming, at least a 2--
to 3to 3--foot further rise foot further rise 
of sea level is of sea level is 
anticipated by 2100. anticipated by 2100. 

•• This is in addition to This is in addition to 
the 1the 1--foot per century foot per century 
rise at present for rise at present for 
south Floridasouth Florida
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South Florida 1995South Florida 1995

Assuming a further 2’ 
(60 cm) of sea level rise 

by 2100 …



South Florida 2100South Florida 2100



1995
2095



Because of the rise of sea Because of the rise of sea 
level over the past 70 level over the past 70 
years, dramatic coastal years, dramatic coastal 
changes that are already changes that are already 
taking place in south taking place in south 
Florida.Florida.

For South FloridaFor South Florida
THETHE

GLOBAL WARMINGGLOBAL WARMING
FUTURE ISFUTURE IS

ALREADY HEREALREADY HERE



Rapid loss of saline and freshwater wetlands is Rapid loss of saline and freshwater wetlands is 
also occurring also occurring withinwithin south Florida’s coastal south Florida’s coastal 

complex in response to sea level rise. complex in response to sea level rise. 

4. Cape Sable4. Cape Sable
Collapse of salineCollapse of saline--intruded intruded 

freshwater wetlandfreshwater wetland

5. 10,000 Islands5. 10,000 Islands
Degradation of mangroveDegradation of mangrove

and transitional marshand transitional marsh

3. Gopher Creek3. Gopher Creek
Collapse of interior Collapse of interior 
mangrove wetlandmangrove wetland

6. Expansion of ‘White Zone’6. Expansion of ‘White Zone’
Collapse of transitional and freshwater marshes Collapse of transitional and freshwater marshes 

2. North Cape Sable 2. North Cape Sable 
loss of interior loss of interior 

mangrove wetlandmangrove wetland



19281928 19731973



19531953

19901990



Similarly, on the 10,000 Islands coast, Similarly, on the 10,000 Islands coast, 
the outer margin is erosional.the outer margin is erosional.



Keewaydin Island,
Florida



and with this evolution and with this evolution 
is coming a landscapeis coming a landscape--scale release scale release 

and recycling  and recycling  
of sediment, organics and nutrientsof sediment, organics and nutrients



The sands and muds are being pumped The sands and muds are being pumped 
inward, filling interior bays.inward, filling interior bays.



18 October 2000

Rising sea level is a time of high nutrients and turbidity

- and a bad time for reefs



The Beach The Beach --
What happens with rising sea level?What happens with rising sea level?

••Some sand moves landward by storm  Some sand moves landward by storm  
overwash.overwash.

••Some sand moves seaward during Some sand moves seaward during 
storms and remains there.storms and remains there.



For every foot For every foot 
of sea level of sea level 
rise, rise, 

the shore will the shore will 
shift shift 
landward landward 
500500--2,000’.2,000’.





So, barrier islands are ephemeralSo, barrier islands are ephemeral



This rapid relative rise in sea level has This rapid relative rise in sea level has 
destabilized our coastal systemdestabilized our coastal system

-- and is making hurricanes more and is making hurricanes more 
effective in causing effective in causing 

overwash, erosion, damage, overwash, erosion, damage, 
and initiating landscape evolutionand initiating landscape evolution



Because of our overzealous coastal Because of our overzealous coastal 
development in a time of rapidly development in a time of rapidly 

rising sea levelrising sea level

-- we will havewe will have increased economic increased economic 
risks from increased shore erosion risks from increased shore erosion 
and devastation from hurricanes.and devastation from hurricanes.



I highly recommend that you I highly recommend that you 
spend a (nonspend a (non--gambling) weekend gambling) weekend 

along the Mississippi Coastalong the Mississippi Coast

to see what a hurricane surge to see what a hurricane surge 
does to a developed coastline. does to a developed coastline. 



With rising sea level ,Hurricanes are more devastating !With rising sea level ,Hurricanes are more devastating !

Mississippi – 4 months after Hurricane KatrinaOcean Springs

U.S. 90 - Pass Christian Bay St. Louis

Gulfport



The economics of washing out to seaThe economics of washing out to sea

Cape Romano, Florida 1998 Cape Romano, Florida 2003



SUMMARYSUMMARY

It is time It is time 

-- to begin responsible to begin responsible 
coastal managementcoastal management

and and 

-- to begin making the to begin making the 
hard hard legslativelegslative

decisions necessary decisions necessary 
for for adaptionadaption to rising to rising 

sea level. sea level. 



We all have the We all have the 
responsibility to responsibility to 
learn more.learn more.

realclimate.org

Atlantic Monthly Press, 2005



Summary of Concerns for  South FloridaSummary of Concerns for  South Florida
•• Barrier island flooding, erosion (migration) Barrier island flooding, erosion (migration) 

and dissection; greater hurricane impactand dissection; greater hurricane impact

•• Changing inlet dynamics and new inletsChanging inlet dynamics and new inlets

•• Increased siltation, turbidity and nutrients Increased siltation, turbidity and nutrients 
in coastal watersin coastal waters

•• More marine character to baysMore marine character to bays

•• Coastal wetland loss and migrationCoastal wetland loss and migration

•• Salt water intrusion in surface and Salt water intrusion in surface and ground ground 
waterswaters

•• Raising base level (reduced drainage Raising base level (reduced drainage 
potential / increased flooding)potential / increased flooding)

•• Pollution release from lowPollution release from low--lying siteslying sites
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